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In an era of increasingly advanced experimental analysis techniques it is crucial to understand
which phase space regions contribute a signal extraction from backgrounds. Based on the Neyman-
Pearson lemma we compute the maximum significance for a signal extraction as an integral over
phase space regions. We then study to what degree boosted Higgs strategies benefit ZH and tt̄H
searches and which transverse momenta of the Higgs are most promising. We find that Higgs and
top taggers are the appropriate tools, but would profit from a targeted optimization towards smaller
transverse momenta. MadMax is available as an add-on to Madgraph5.
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I. MAXIMUM SIGNIFICANCE

The recent Higgs discovery has shown that modern analysis techniques have become standard in high energy
physics. Such techniques go beyond simple event counting in phase space regions which have been identified
as signal–rich ahead of time. Multi-variate strategies with ten or more kinematic observables seem to make
it impossible for the experimental collaborations to provide sufficient information on the behavior of each
individual observable and their correlation in the signal and background phase spaces. This means that our
research field would benefit from a compact tool to study the leading effects in the computation of quoted
significances from multi–variate analyses [1].

More specifically, when analyses like Higgs coupling measurements start to be limited by theory uncertainties
we need to clearly identify the phase space regions which carry the analysis result [2]. Moreover, recent progress
in boosted Higgs and top studies [3–5] has shown that identifying the appropriate phase space patterns can
trigger the development of entirely new, specialized analysis objects like fat jets [6] or deconstructed parton
showers [7]. Again, this points to the need of a fast Monte–Carlo tool which can reliably identify those phase
space regimes which are critical to separating a given signal from backgrounds [1].

In MadMax we will not attempt include all detector effects, because matrix element techniques including
appropriate transfer functions are hugely computer intensive. For the same reason, we will limit ourselves to
the parton level, assuming that the key phase space patterns of signal and background processes are defined
by the hard processes. This allows us to use the Madgraph [8] framework for most of our event generation.
On the other hand, these two approximations should have a clearly defined mathematical effect on the bottom
line, in our case stating that our result gives an upper limit on the significance any full analysis can reach.

The setup of such a tool has been developed for the example process of Higgs production in weak boson fusion
with a subsequent decay to muons many years ago [1]. It allows us to compute the maximal significance with
which we can separate a signal–plus–background hypothesis from the background only based on Monte–Carlo
event generation. It has the key feature that it allows for cuts on the contributing phase space and computes
this maximum significance as a strictly increasing function when we add more phase space regions. We will rely
on this feature to answer the key physics question of this paper: how much boost should we target in boosted
Higgs and top searches?

Mathematically, our computation is inspired by the Neyman–Pearson lemma, stating that the likelihood ratio
is the most powerful variable to distinguish between a background hypothesis and the signal–plus–background
hypothesis [9]. This is formally defined as the minimum probability for a false negative outcome given a fixed
probability for the false positive signal outcome. If we assume that the signal–plus–background hypothesis is
true this implies the lowest probability of mistaking the signal for a background fluctuation.

In experiment we have to measure any multi-dimensional probability density function. In our approach
we use the parton–level transition amplitude for signal and background processes to compute the probability
density over the full phase space at a given order in perturbation theory [10]. We use a similar notation to the
so-called matrix element method [11], but emphasize that within Madgraph the experimental matrix element
approach is already supported by MadWeight [12].

For now limiting ourselves to irreducible backgrounds, i.e. signal and background processes with identical
degrees of freedom in the final state, we can simultaneously probe the signal and background phase space using
a vector of random numbers r, with or without acceptance cuts,

σtot =

∫
cuts

dr M(r) dσ(r) . (1)

The phase space boundaries are included in the integral, and the differential cross section dσ(r) includes all
phase space factors and the Jacobian for transforming the integration to the random number basis. The
integration over the parton distribution momentum fractions x1,2 is included in the phase space integral. A
measurement function M can parameterize additional cuts or detector efficiencies. Because r is a basis vector,
cuts on observable quantities consistently remove these phase space regions from all processes. All potentially
available information is included in the array of event weights M(r) dσ(r).

A cut analysis defines a signal–rich region and then counts events in that region. The variable that dis-
criminates between signal and background is the number of events (s, b) in this region. For counting analyses
the likelihood of observing n events assuming the background-only hypothesis is given by the Poisson dis-
tribution Pois(n|b) = e−b bn/n!. We can generalize this number counting by introducing a discriminating
observables vector x. We assume that the background–only hypothesis Hb is described by the normalized
distribution fb(x), while the signal–plus–background hypothesis Hs+b, assuming no interference, is described
by fs+b(x) = [sfs(x) + bfb(x)]/(s+ b). Following the Neyman–Pearson lemma, the most powerful test statistic
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is the likelihood ratio. The total likelihood for the full vector x = {xj} can be factorized into the Poisson
likelihood to observe n events, and the product of the individual event’s likelihood f(xj),

q(x) = log
L(x|Hs)

L(x|Hb)
= log

Pois(n|s+ b)
∏n

j=1 fs+b(xj)

Pois(n|b)
∏n

j=1 fb(xj)

= log

[
e−s

(
s+ b

b

)n
∏n

j=1 fs+b(xj)∏n
j=1 fb(xj)

]

= −s+

n∑
j=1

log

(
1 +

sfs(xj)

bfb(xj)

)
. (2)

The key step of our description is to generalize the observables vector x to all individual phase space points
r. Following Eq.(1) they are probed by the Monte Carlo generation, which means that we can compute the
normalized probability distributions f(x) from the parton–level matrix elements and construct a log–likelihood
ratio map of all final state configurations using the normalized probability distributions dσ(r)/σtot for the signal
and background,

q(r) = −σtot,s L + log

(
1 +

dσs(r)

dσb(r)

)
. (3)

L denotes the integrated luminosity. To construct the single–event probability distribution ρ1,b(q) we combine
the background event weight with the log–likelihood ratio map q(r),

ρ1,b(q0) =

∫
dr

dσb(r)

σtot,b
δ (q(r)− q0) . (4)

For multiple events, the distribution of the log–likelihood ratio ρn,b can be computed by repeated convolutions
of the single event distribution. This convolution we can evaluate using a Fourier transform [13]. The expected
log–likelihood ratio distribution for a background including Poisson fluctuations in the number of events n is

ρb(q) =
∑
n

Pois(n|b)× ρn,b(q) . (5)

To compute it from the single–event likelihood ρ1,b(q) we first Fourier transform all functions ρ(q) into complex–
valued functions of the Fourier–transformed likelihood ratio ρ1,b(q). The convolution in q space becomes
a multiplication in Fourier space, namely ρn,b = (ρ1,b)

n. The sum over n in Eq.(5) has the closed form
ρb = exp[b (ρ1,b− 1)]. For the signal–plus–background hypothesis we expect s events from the ρ1,s distribution
and b events from the ρ1,b distribution. Similar to the above formula we have ρs+b = exp[b(ρ1,b−1)+s(ρ1,s−1)].
A transformation back into q space gives us log–likelihood ratio distributions ρb(q) and ρs+b(q) [14]. Finally,
given a value q we can calculate the background–only confidence level

CLb(q) =

∫ ∞
q

dq′ ρb(q
′) . (6)

To estimate the discovery potential of a future experiment we assume the signal–plus–background hypothesis
to be true and compute CLb for the median of the signal–plus–background distribution q∗s+b. This expected
background confidence level can be converted into an equivalent number of Z Gaussian standard deviations by
implicitly solving CLb(q

∗
s+b) =

(
1− erf(Z/

√
2)
)
/2.

In general it is clear how to include detector effects in our simulation. However, to determine the maximal
significance in a strict sense we should not include detector effects, because they always decrease the significance.
In our case lepton and jet directions are usually well measured. The jet energy scale can be an issue for the
detailed analysis, but we do not expect it to have a great effect on our results, either. Combinatorics will
eventually be an issue, but again it will not be critical for the analyses we present in this paper. In contrast,
the experimental resolution of mbb is nowhere close to the physical Higgs width in the Standard Model. We
therefore introduce a Gaussian smearing for this one observable. The convolution of the physical Higgs width
with this Gaussian we can safely approximate as the Gaussian detector resolution alone [1].

We will discuss two specific analyses in this paper, boosted Higgs searches in ZH production [3] and in tt̄H
production [4]. They are crucial for a model–independent determination of the heavy quark Yukawa couplings
at the LHC, i.e. for the measurement of the most sensitive probes for new physics in the Higgs sector [15, 16].
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In both cases we limit ourselves to the irreducible backgrounds, i.e. the processes where the H → bb̄ decay is
replaced by Z → bb̄ and QCD bb̄ continuum production. The additional final state particles we assume to be
fully reconstructed. For the case of the Z boson discussed in Section II this is clearly realistic, as long as we
rely on leptonic Z decays. Since our analysis focuses on the kinematics on the bb̄ system our findings can be
generalized to other W and Z analysis channels. For the tt̄H analysis presented in Section III this approach
requires an brief motivation: we know that all backgrounds except for the tt̄bb̄ continuum can be targeted
with global kinematic cuts [4, 5]. For the irreducible continuum background we can ideally reconstruct the
top momenta using a top tagger [6, 17]. Because we are mostly interested in different phase space regions for
the bb̄ pair the assumption of measured top momenta is appropriate, as long as we do not consider the strictly
maximum significance a realistic estimate.

II. BOOSTED ZH PRODUCTION

The first channel for which we would like to quantify the benefits of specific, boosted phase space regions is
ZH production at 14 TeV with a Higgs decay to b-quarks [3]. For the Higgs mass of 126 GeV the corresponding
branching ratio ranges around 58% [18]. Both Higgs decay jets are b-tagged. Since pT,bb hardly exceeds 250 GeV
for the relevant events, approximately shared between the two tagged b-jets, we assume a constant single b-
tagging efficiency of 60%.

For our statistical analysis we assume the Z decays to ` = e, µ to be reconstructed perfectly. Because all the
leading backgrounds also include this Z decay, possible small detector effects will hardly impact our results. As
detector efficiencies we include a rough factor 60% for the lepton pair, approximately correcting for the fact that
we would probably only use leptons close to the Z pole and that not all leptons end up in the central detector
with pT,` > 10 GeV and |η`| < 2.5. These global efficiencies mainly ensure that our integrated maximum
significance is not completely unrealistic; they hardly impact our study of the phase space distribution of this
significance. For the signal event generation we replace the Breit–Wigner shape of mbb by a Gaussian with
the experimental resolution of ±12 GeV. The strictly speaking appropriate convolution of the Breit–Wigner
shape with the physical Higgs width and the Gaussian shape based on the experimental resolution is very well
approximated by the Gaussian alone [1]. Higher–order corrections to the ZH production rate [19] are included
as a variable global scaling factor of the signal rate.

The main background is continuum Zbb̄ production at the (leading) order ααs. A second background is
the same final state at (leading) order α2, which includes ZZ production with one decay Z → bb̄. Fake-b
backgrounds are negligible in comparison and have no unique phase space features which would force us to
consider them beyond a correction to the b-tagged continuum QCD backgrounds. A major issue of the QCD
continuum background, partly related to the invariant mass of the b-jets, is the poor convergence of the total
cross section as a series in αs. First, to avoid issues with gluon splitting into two b-quarks versus t-channel
production of two widely separated b-jets we require a mass window of mbb = 114 − 138 GeV all through our
analysis.∗ In terms of the maximum likelihood this mass window might appear overly conservative, but on the
other hand we expect experimental analyses to apply such a window to define clear side bands. Technically, it
is trivial to extend this mass window to two or three standard deviation within MadMax. For the signal our
window captures 68% of the total cross section. We show the corresponding mbb distributions in the left panel
of Fig. 1, illustrating a rather depressing signal–to–background ratio.

To simplify the MadMax analysis we generate events for the QCD continuum background using the irre-
ducible Zbb̄ process. To get a handle on the perturbative accuracy of this simulation we also compute a Zbb̄
event sample with up to two hard additional jets, consistently combined between the hard matrix element
and the parton shower using Madgraph [8] with Mlm multi–jet merging [20]. While such an event sample
is not formally improved in fixed–order perturbation theory, it should capture the leading effects from large
logarithms as well as from initial states opening only in combination with additional jets in the final state [21].
The difference between the total leading–order Zbb̄ rate to the merged prediction implies correction factors
around 2.1. For the continuum QCD background the distribution of the merged sample including up to two
hard jets is indeed harder than for the fixed–order Zbb̄ process. While we use the simpler, fixed–order event
sample in our MadMax analysis, we reweight it to the merged pT,bb distribution using the pT,bb-dependent

∗ It is well known that control regions where the effective hard process is Zg∗ → Zbb̄ production should not be used to probe
QCD features of continuum Zbb̄ production.
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Figure 1: Left: mbb of signal and backgrounds in the range we are considering. Center: transverse momentum of the bb̄
system for mbb = 114− 138 GeV. For the QCD background the solid line approximates the merged results by using the
pT,bb-dependent correction factor of Eq.(7). Right: angular separation Rbb for the signal and background, including the
pT,bb correction for the QCD background. The merged multi–jet simulation are shown as dotted lines.

correction factor

log
dσME+PS

dσLO
= 0.65 + 1.1× 10−3 pT,bb + 4.0× 10−6 p2T,bb . (7)

The increasing form as a function of pT,bb we limit by fixing the cross section ratio for all values above pT,bb >
350 GeV to the maximum value, even though the number of events in this phase space is too small to observe
any effects from such a cut-off.

We illustrate the pT,bb distributions for the signal and the backgrounds in the center panel Fig. 1. The pT,H

distribution for the signal is slightly less steep than the corresponding background distributions, owing to the
gluon parton densities and a general QCD preference for small invariant masses between jets. Nevertheless,
the Poisson factor in our statistical analysis will essentially remove the few events with pT,H > 250 GeV for an
integrated luminosity in the 50− 100 fb−1 range. As a test, we also show the geometric separation of the two
b-jets in the right panel of Fig. 1. The pT,bb-dependent correction perfectly reproduces the multi-jet merged
distribution for this observable.

As an estimate of the maximum significance over the entire phase space we obtain 2.7±0.3 σ for an integrated
luminosity of 50 fb−1. The error bar is given by a ±20% variation in the normalization of the signal rate. The
total maximum significance at higher integrated luminosities can be approximately computed by a Gaussian
scaling. In the left panel of Fig. 2 we show how this maximum significance is shared between slices of pT,bb.
The phase space regime best suited to distinguish signal from background events at this limited luminosity is

pT,H = 50− 100 GeV . (8)

Boosted Higgs analyses in the ZH channel indeed significantly reduce the QCD continuum background, but
Higgs taggers should be optimized for as low pT,H values as possible. The reason for this finite transverse
momentum range is on the one hand that for the background there does not exist a large mass scale in the
process, which means that a sizeable bb̄ invariant mass has to be generated through a geometric separation,
namely m2

bb ' 2E1E2(1 − cos θ). In contrast, if we require the H → bb̄ decay to be boosted, the b-jets in the
signal will move closer together, making it harder for the QCD background to fake the Higgs signal. On the
other hand, while we would naively expect higher transverse momenta to carry more and more weight in the
analysis, the number of signal events in this range is strongly limited. Asking for pT,bb > 150 already drives us
into a strongly statistics limited phase space regime.

In the right panel of Fig. 2 we show how the maximum significance is composed by slices in the geometric
separation Rbb. This example illustrates how MadMax can be used to analyze the maximum significance
distribution in terms of any phase space observable. The separation of the two b-tagged jets is crucial for the
definition of the fat jet as the starting point of any Higgs tagger. From Fig. 1 it is clear that hardly any signal
events lie in the range Rbb

<∼ 1.0. To optimize a boosted Higgs analysis it appears to be beneficial to extend
the fat jet size towards Rbb ∼ 2.0.

Additional effects can still modify the outcome of our study. First, we assume that the detector performance
does not depend on the boost of the bb̄ system. This is clearly only true up to a certain pT,bb range, where the
two bottom jets start overlapping. Second, we assume theory uncertainties to be independent of pT,bb. It is
not clear if this statement holds for QCD effects, and it is clearly not true in the electroweak sector, once we
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Figure 2: Maximum significance for the ZH signal for slices in the reconstructed pT,bb (left) and the geometric separation
of the b-jets, Rbb (right). We only consider events inside the mass window mbb = 114 − 138 GeV. The significance is
computed for an integrated luminosity of 50 fb−1.

include electroweak Sudakov logarithms. Finally, we did not actually study dangerous observables, for example,
defined in the pre-jet stage of the analysis or at odds with the assumed factorization properties of the signal
and background predictions. In that sense MadMax clearly does not deliver a realistic estimate of systematic
and theoretical uncertainties. It is merely a first step which allows us to study phase space patterns easily and
reliably. For example the question to what degree the estimated uncertainties are realistic and what the effect
of shape uncertainties in the background might be will be left to possible further studies.

III. BOOSTED tt̄H PRODUCTION

The second process for which we want to ask the question where the main distinguishing phase space features
exist is tt̄H production with a Higgs decay to b-quarks. Two studies indicate that boosted top and Higgs
configurations might be promising to extract the signal from the background: for purely hadronic events
the buckets methods successfully targets moderate transverse momenta around pT,t

>∼ 150 GeV [5]. For
semileptonic top pairs the HEPTopTagger study shows that slightly larger boosts pT,t

>∼ 200 − 250 GeV
can be successfully probed [4]. Purely leptonic top pairs have recently been shown to lead to promising results
based on a MadWeight study [22]. In the semi–leptonic and hadronic cases it is obvious that the boosted
kinematics is an excellent way to resolve combinatorial issues [4, 23]. The open question is to what degree the
arguments presented in the last section also point to a boosted tt̄H search in terms of the signal and background
matrix elements.

To answer this question we will first assume that the continuum tt̄bb̄ background is the most relevant issue. For
the semileptonic analysis this has been shown, once we require at least three b-tags [4]. For the purely hadronic
channel the removal of the QCD backgrounds is considerably more tedious, but appears to be possible [5]. We
follow this study and as a first step require four b-tagged jets with an efficiency of 60% each. In addition, we
assume a set of global cuts or other ways to reduce the multi–jet backgrounds with a conservatively estimated
efficiency around 10% for the tt̄H signal and the irreducible tt̄bb̄ background.

To study the combinatorics of the b-jets identified as Higgs decay we would have to simulate top decays.
However, this is precisely the issue which we want to separate from our significance study over phase space.
Therefore, we can assume the top quarks to be fully reconstructed. For hadronic top decays a major part of the
buckets [5] and HEPTopTagger studies [17] have been devoted to quantifying the quality of this momentum
reconstruction. Moreover, in the absence of additional missing energy from the hard process one hadronic
top tag can be combined with an efficient approximate reconstruction of the boosted leptonic top decay [24].
The efficiency of actually reconstructing a hadronic top decay using a top tagger is strongly dependent on the
transverse momentum. We roughly estimate it to 33% per top quark, in addition to the branching ratio of
68%. This way we should obtain at least a semi-realistic number for the integrated maximum significance. As
mentioned before, such global efficiencies will not affect the main outcome of our study, i.e. the distribution of
the maximum significance over the transverse momentum range of the heavy particles.

For the Higgs decay to bottoms we again include a branching ratio of 58% [18]. To approximately include
detector effects we evaluate the Higgs propagator with a Gaussian width of ±12 GeV. The mass window of
mbb = 114− 138 GeV with a signal efficiency of 68% we carry through the entire analysis, both for the signal
and for the background. As discussed in the previous section this ensures that we avoid gluon splitting issues
in the background simulation and at the same time allows for side bands in the obvious mbb distribution [4].
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Figure 3: Left: pT,bb for signal and backgrounds inside the mass window mbb = 114 − 138 GeV. Center and right:
transverse momenta of the two tops. For the signal and the QCD background the solid lines approximate the merged
results by using the pT -dependent correction factors of Eqs.(9) and (10). The merged multi–jet simulation are shown as
dotted lines.

For the tt̄H signal the next-to-leading order corrections are known [25]. Since our study is focused on the
phase space structure, we approximately include them by correcting the pT,H distribution to agree with a
matched tt̄H plus zero and one jet simulation in the Mlm scheme [20] the same way as we do with the Zbb̄
background in Eq.(7). We find a correction factor for the tt̄H signal,

log
dσME+PS

dσLO
= 0.53− 2.5× 10−3 pT,H + 2.0× 10−5 p2T,H − 3.9× 10−8 p3T,H . (9)

For a tt̄bb̄ background study in the boosted Higgs regime it is absolutely crucial that we correctly simulate the
transverse momentum of the bb̄ system. While the events entering the MadMax analysis are generated as tt̄bb̄
production in Madgraph, we can correct the pT,bb distribution to agree with matched tt̄bb̄ plus zero and one
jet simulation using

log
dσME+PS

dσLO
= 0.98− 6.7× 10−3 pT,bb + 3.8× 10−5 p2T,bb − 7.6× 10−8 p3T,bb . (10)

As for the ZH case we cut off both correction factors using a constant value above pT,bb = 350 GeV. This
reweighting of the differential cross section should account for the leading logarithmic higher–order correc-
tions [25, 26], in particular linked to different partons in the initial state. In the left panel of Fig. 3 we show
the corresponding distributions, after including the two pT -dependent correction factors.

For the tt̄H analysis not only the boost of the Higgs candidate, but also the boost of each top is relevant
for the analyses [4, 5]. Therefore, we need to test to what degree the reweighting in Eqs.(9) and (10) affects
the top kinematics. In the center and right panels of Fig. 3 we compare the background pT,t distributions for
the fully merged event sample with the pT,bb-reweighted tt̄bb̄ sample. We see that the only phase space region
not perfectly described by the pT,bb-dependent correction factor is the low-pT range of the two tops. However,
the difference is a mere 5%, covered by the theory uncertainty, in a phase space region which will turn out
relatively unimportant.

For the set of approximate efficiencies listed above we estimate the maximum significance of the tt̄H to
5.3± 0.5 σ for an integrated luminosity of 50 fb−1 at a collider energy of 14 TeV. The quoted error bar is again
defined by a ±20% variation of the signal rate. Again, values for higher luminosities can be inferred by Gaussian
scaling. In Fig.4 we show this maximum significance in slices of the transverse momentum of the reconstructed
Higgs system, the separation of the Higgs decay jets, and the transverse momentum of the leading top. For the
Higgs boost we find a similar range as for the ZH channel, while the most promising transverse momentum
range for the heavier top roughly scales with mt/mH ,

pT,H = 50− 100 GeV

pT,t = 100− 250 GeV . (11)

This result indicates that the requirements for the Higgs tagger [3] in the ZH and tt̄H analyses are very similar.
The only difference between these two channels is that for the tt̄H process the Higgs tagger has to be adapted
to higher jet multiplicities, as done in Ref. [4]. For the top tagger it is crucial that we gain access to transverse
momenta well below pT,t = 300 GeV, ruling out most of the currently available analysis tools optimized for
heavy tt̄ resonance searches [6].
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Figure 4: Maximum significance for the tt̄H signal for slices in the reconstructed pT,bb (left), the geometric separation
of the two b-jets, Rbb (center), and the leading top transverse momentum pT,tleading (right). We only consider events

inside the mass window mbb = 114 − 138 GeV. The significance is computed for an integrated luminosity of 50 fb−1.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper we have introduced MadMax as a novel approach to studying the composition of a signal
significance in terms of the signal and background phase space. It allows us to determine those phase regions
which are best suited for the extraction of a signal process from irreducible backgrounds in an efficient and
mathematically well–defined manner [1].

Relying on MadMax we have studied the two Higgs search channels involving a hadronic H → bb̄ decay,
namely associated ZH and tt̄H production. In both cases the central question is to what degree boosted
Higgs configurations benefit the signal extraction and what range in transverse Higgs momenta we should
target. Unlike in the original study [1], we specifically did not focus on predicting the integrated maximum
significance for each of these processes, so detector effects as well as global efficiencies are only adjusted to
obtain a semi-realistic number.

For the ZH channel we find that for integrated luminosities in the 50− 100 fb−1 range the most promising
phase space regime is around or below pT,H = 100 GeV, challenging the development of Higgs taggers. For the
tt̄H analysis the first reason to rely on boosted top and Higgs decay topologies is the otherwise overwhelming
combinatorial background. In this study we estimated the additional motivation for using these topologies
based on the matrix element structure of the signal and the irreducible background. The most promising
range in the transverse momentum of the reconstructed Higgs boson again came out as pT,H = 50− 100 GeV,
indicating that the same Higgs tagger should suit both analyses. To include as many of the relevant signal
events as possible the size of the fat jet could be extended towards Rbb ∼ 2, if possible. For the transverse
momentum of the leading top quark the significance is mostly collected for pT,t = 100 − 250 GeV, seriously
challenging the development of hadronic top taggers.

We note that MadMax is an automized tool which can be used in the Madgraph5 framework to produce
multi–dimensional differential distributions adding to the maximum significance in any kinematic observable.
Some of its current limitations, like the focus on irreducible backgrounds can be overcome easily. Likewise,
simple transfer functions can be included in a straightforward manner. Once these effects are taken into
account, we should be able to also give a more reliable estimate of the integrated maximum significance for a
signal–background combination.
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Appendix A: MadMax in Madgraph

To understand how MadMax works together with Madgraph5 [8] we first describe some of the main
Madgraph features. To construct the log–likelihood map of Eq.(3) we need the squared matrix elements for
the signal and background, which Madgraph5 computes using a modified version of Helas [27]. These matrix
elements are integrated using the so-called single diagram enhanced method [28] to account for the propagator
structure. A good example process is pp→ µ+µ−, where we compute the cross–section via

σtot =

∫
dx1 dx2 dLIPS fp(x1, µF ) fp(x2, µF )

∣∣∣∣∣∑
n

Mn

∣∣∣∣∣
2

. (A1)

The phase space is described by a random number vector r and transforms the integral into a sum over phase
space cells ∆r. The parton densities are evaluated together with the matrix elements, so in the following
we implicitly include them in M. We can improve the convergence if we know the leading behavior of the
individual matrix elements,

σtot =
∑
r

∆r

∣∣∣∣∣∑
n

Mn(r)

∣∣∣∣∣
2

=
∑
r,i

∆r
|Mi(r)|2∑

n
|Mn(r)|2

×

∣∣∣∣∣∑
n

Mn(r)

∣∣∣∣∣
2

. (A2)

The optimized phase space mapping is different for each diagram i. For our example we optimize for a 1/s
scaling in the photon exchange and for a Breit–Wigner propagator in the Z exchange. In addition, the sum over
diagrams is decomposed into incoherent partial sums for different incoming partons, so an additional weight
accounts for the parton densities,

σtot =
∑
r,i,p

∆r

∣∣Mip(r)
∣∣2∑

np

∣∣Mnp
(r)
∣∣2 ×

∣∣∣∣∣∣
∑
np

Mnp
(r)

∣∣∣∣∣∣
2

× ωpdf
p (r) . (A3)

In this framework MadMax computes the maximum significance using a log–likelihood ratio integration. It
starts from the single event likelihood for signal and background. For each phase space point we need to know
simultaneously

dσs(r) =

∣∣∣∣∣∑
ns

Mns
(r)

∣∣∣∣∣
2

dσb(r) =

∣∣∣∣∣∑
nb

Mnb
(r)

∣∣∣∣∣
2

q(r) = −σtot,s L+ log

(
1 +

dσs(r)

dσb(r)

)
, (A4)

as quoted in Eq.(3). From the logarithm in the log–likelihood ratio it is clear that the we cannot use the single
enhanced diagram method. Instead, we will use a modified version closer to the original proposal [28]: let us
assume our signal process consists of as ∈ [1, . . . , ns] sub-processes, with different partons in the initial and
final state. Each sub-process will be computed using ias

∈ [1, . . . , nas
] matrix elements. The same is true for

the background, namely ab ∈ [1, . . . , nb] subprocesses with iab
∈ [1, . . . , nab

] matrix elements. Any function
f(r) we can construct using the basis elements

|Mi(r)|2∑
as,ias
ab,iab

|Mn(r)|2
× f(r) . (A5)

In this basis we can integrate all signal and background rates. Furthermore, the points q(r) defining the single
event probability have the correct weight as well. The only remaining issue is that events in Madgraph5 are
usually computed with a dynamical factorization and renormalization scale choice. In MadMax we add, divide,
and combine matrix elements from signal as well as background processes. In the current implementation of
MadMax we use fixed factorization and renormalization scales, to simplify the interface to Madgraph5. The
implementation of a general scale choice would be straightforward.
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Figure 5: Example MadMax output for the ZH channel. We give the computed signal and background cross–sections
as well as the corresponding standard Madgraph results. In addition, we give all constant efficiencies and K-factors
included in the statistical analysis.

We test and validate our implementation in two ways. First, we have compared our findings for weak–boson–
fusion Higgs production with a Higgs decay to muons with the original results [1]. Second, for each set of signal
and background processes we can compare our signal and background cross–sections with the Madgraph5
results obtained in parallel, an example output is shown in Fig. 5. The numbers always agree within the
numerical uncertainties. An extensive validation study as well as more information on the implementation of
MadMax can be found in Ref. [29].
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